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Week 3 Day 1: Sight Word “after”

after

after/after

Find “after” in the sentences below:

after

by

after

may

I will go after you.

over

after

were

after

We eat after we play.

after

after

after

were

may

over

by

after

He left after snack.

The robot went after me.
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Week 3 Day 1: -EAT Word Family
Make the -eat words.

s

b

1.
2.
3.
4.

n

f

tr

m

Draw a picture of a “treat”.

h

/eat
/eat
/eat
/eat

Use a pencil and
paperclip to make
your spinner. Spin
and then write letter
to make the word.

5.
6.
7.
8.

/eat
/eat
/eat
/eat
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Find the -eat words in the sentences.

We beat the green team!
Can you heat the seat?
The treat is neat.
Can I eat the treat?

Week 3 Day 1: ABC Order
Put the words in ABC Order.

robot
wheels

1//////////
2/////////
3/////////
4/////////
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machine
tubes

electric

gadget

blue
computer

5//////////
6//////////
7//////////
8//////////

Week 3 Day 1: Base 10

Count the blocks and write the total in the box
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